
 

About Us 
PKUHS Tianjin International Program (PTIP) is a school in Tianjin that is directly 

subordinate to PKUHS (Peking University High School). We inherit the 
liberty of thought” championed by Peking University, and have our own unique educational 
philosophy. We devote ourselves to developing prominent citizens of character, confidence and 
responsibility who are capable of insightful leadershi
came directly from PKUHS in Beijing. The team pioneered an agreement with an American 
public school district: the students get a thorough fusion of Chinese and American education.

Based on complete synchronization o
curricula, teachers extract each subject’s unique perspective through the study of the subject’s 
features and educational value; teachers establish life
that what students learn in high school is far more valuable than just the course credits they 
receive.  

PTIP immerses our students in a learning environment connected to society by cooperating 
with a wide range of cross-field resources, optimizing learning projects in the
professionalism. PTIP is much more than a building: it is a platform where students can obtain 
practical skills and face numerous challenges using communication, cooperation and 
exploration.  
 

Courses like Arts, Physical Education, Technology,
aesthetics and creativity. Students learn to accept success and failure properly in competition and 
cooperation. Club and association activities help cultivate students’ personalities, and extend 
individuality.  
 

Chinese and American teachers learn from multiple dimensions of educational philosophy, 
such as eco-school, holistic education, and positive psychology. At PTIP, we explore and 
promote an personalized education plan for each student. Student
learning community that benefits both teachers and students, using citizen education, theme 
speeches, and presentations by celebrities and scholars.
 
About Registration 
Through America’s official cultural program, PTIP outpaced the rest of China 
agreement with an American state school district, achieving the following advantages for our 
students: 

�  Students are registered in an American public high school;

�  Each student’s GPA is synchronized into the American high school’s 

� Credit courses in the American Schooling System are taught by
certifications; 

� Each student is conferred American public high school diploma upon graduation;

� Official recommendation letters are provided by 
counselors. 
 
American high school’s mandatory and elective subjects include:
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liberty of thought” championed by Peking University, and have our own unique educational 
philosophy. We devote ourselves to developing prominent citizens of character, confidence and 
responsibility who are capable of insightful leadership and creativity. PTIP’s management team 
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field resources, optimizing learning projects in their range and 
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Each student is conferred American public high school diploma upon graduation;
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▪ English: English Reading, English Writing, British & American Literature, Classic Literature, 
Poetry & Drama, and more. 

▪ Mathematics: Basic/Advanced Algebra, Geometry, Advanced Mathematics,
▪ Nature Sciences: Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Environmental Science and Astronomy, and 
more. 
▪ Social Sciences: European History, American History, World Geography, Economics and 
more.   
▪ PE: Physical and Psychological Health, Team Sports, Leisure Sports, and more.
▪ School-based Courses: Chinese Literature, Chinese Culture, Cross
and more. 
▪ Selective Courses: Business Development, Statistics, P.E., Painting, 
Design, and more.   

Our Team 

 

 

English: English Reading, English Writing, British & American Literature, Classic Literature, 

sic/Advanced Algebra, Geometry, Advanced Mathematics, and more. 
Nature Sciences: Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Environmental Science and Astronomy, and 

Social Sciences: European History, American History, World Geography, Economics and 

PE: Physical and Psychological Health, Team Sports, Leisure Sports, and more.
based Courses: Chinese Literature, Chinese Culture, Cross-cultural Communication, 

Selective Courses: Business Development, Statistics, P.E., Painting, Drama& Theater, Fashion 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Executive Principal: Zhu Huiqing (Chloe) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Science Teacher: Brain Janick 
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cultural Communication, 

Drama& Theater, Fashion 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Math Teacher: James Wucherer 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

English Teacher: Margaret Russell 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chinese Teacher: Qian xiaona（Rena） 
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Economic Teacher： Wang Jiekun（Sarah） 
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School Gate 
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Teaching building 

Teaching building 
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Classroom 

Teaching building 
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Staff lounge 

Staff lounge 
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Students’ activity room 
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  PE CLUB: FRISBEE

 GYM: BASKETABLL  
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SPRING OUT---TRIP TO BEI JING

  

 COOKING CLUB: HAVE FUN 
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ART CLUB 
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WELCOME NEW FRIENDS 

WELCOME NEW FRIENDS 
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Looking forward to working with you, welcome to join us!
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